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ABSTRACT

Although there is a significant influence of implementing the electronic health records (EHR) system in Qatar, there are very limited studies reviewed and analyzed the influence of implementing the EHR system on healthcare professionals in Qatar. This research aims to assess, summarize, and analyze the influence of the EHR system in healthcare settings in Qatar. The outcome of assessing the implementation of the EHR system may have advantages and disadvantages, which can impact healthcare professionals in healthcare settings in Qatar. The main objective is to evaluate EHR on healthcare professionals in healthcare. A total number of 210 participants were selected randomly from three private hospitals in Qatar. A validated survey distributed to physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and dietitians who work in these healthcare hospitals in Qatar. The purpose is to identify whether the outcome of using the EHR system improved healthcare professionals’ work after it has shifted from using files and hand-writing paperwork to the EHR system. By applying online survey, results indicate that most healthcare professionals positively perceive the use of the EHR system as a valuable system.
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1. Introduction

Information technology (IT) has turned to be a significant part of many organizations to improve the quality of work (Shahmoradi, Darrudi, Arji, & Nejad, 2017). By using modern IT, healthcare can promote a higher quality of care (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services [DHHS], 2009). For many organizations, investment in information technology has become a way of communication, improving quality, performing tasks, increasing profit, and improving safety. Hence, healthcare use digitalization in the form of Electronic Health Record (EHR) (Steinhubl, & Topol, 2015). EHR mainly used to manage patients’ health information (Singh & Muthuswamy, 2013). Electronic health record (EHR) is seen as a positive, and it impact its use and increasing all over the world (Celikkan, Sahin, & Senuzun, 2013). EHR allows the share of data in each region (Ngafeeson, 2015). EHR is considered as a road map, which enhances the efficiency of hospitals’ work (Holanda et al., 2012). EHR can connect and communicate information between healthcare professionals in remote areas (Houser & Johnson, 2008).

Usually, when any new system appears and becomes available over the counter for organizations and populations use, it may face some level of resistance from many users, especially senior people who have adapted to use a manual review system for ages. This level of resistant may decline gradually with time and become converted from a resistant system to a friendly user system. Many studies have analyzed the influence of using information technology in many sectors, such as in business or healthcare facilities. Many studies aimed to assess the positive and negative influence of the EHR. It has been arguing that EHR can change the core organization, which in turn can improve the working process (Deokar, & Sar nikar, 2016).
In this paper, an examination and review will be addressed about the influence of using the EHR system from the perspective of healthcare professionals. EHR system is considered as an essential component of information technology used in this era (Petrides et al., 2017). The electronic health record is an advanced software system, which is a breakthrough brought to the field of hospitals (Petrides et al., 2017). This revolutionary system affects healthcare providers as end-users and allows improving online services. It includes entering data and information by healthcare professionals, such as physicians, nurses, pharmacists, dietitians, and many other healthcare professionals. The EHR system is expected to improve performance and deliver a high quality of care (Petrides et al., 2017). The advantages of using the EHR will lead to long-term acceptance by healthcare providers inevitable (Hawley, Hepworth, Jackson, & Wilkinson, 2017). As a result, the number of hospitals using the EHR system is increasing in many countries. The advantages of using the EHR outweigh the disadvantages. These advantages include more flexibility to access information, save time, and to share information among healthcare professionals.

There have been few studies, which represent the post-implementation influence on healthcare professionals. In Qatar, there are not enough studies, which describe the post-implementation influence of EHR on healthcare settings. Hence, this study is conducted to analyze the influence of the EHR on healthcare professionals in three healthcare settings in Qatar, Al-Ahli Hospital, Al-Emadi Hospital, and Doha Clinic Hospital in Qatar.

Research Objectives:

1. To assess the influence of the EHR on healthcare professionals in Qatar.
2. To examine the impact of the EHR in improving efficiency and quality of work in hospitals after implementing the system in Qatar.
3. To develop in the research, a conceptual model on the influence of the EHR system on healthcare professionals in Qatar.

Research question is:

How do healthcare professionals in healthcare settings in Qatar perceive the use of EHR system?

2. Literature Review

EHR system dated back 1967 at the University of Vermont in which the paper records converted to electronic record systems (Mehmood et al., 2017). Then in 1970, the system moved and utilized in the Medical Centre Hospital of Vermont (Mehmood et al., 2017). The EHR system connects health information and exchanges this information among hospitals and healthcare professionals. This facilitated the central role of communicating the massive amount of data (Cyganek et al., 2016). Different factors impact the use of the system in which some of these factors are the level of acceptance by healthcare professionals of this software application and how they perceive using the EHR system (Vitari & Ologeanu-Taddei, 2018). Most developed and developing countries shifted to use the EHR system to improve efficiency in healthcare settings (Alasmary, El Metwally, & Househ, 2014).

2.1 Dietitians and EHR

Generally, the studies about dietitians who use EHR are very limited (Lövestam, Orrevall, Koochek, Karlström, & Andersson, 2015). Even though the term nutrition informatics first used in 1996 (Ayres & Hoggle, 2012). EHR has increases the referrals rate, especially for patients who have chronic diseases (Probst, 2011). Moreover, dietitians may require writing a diet plan for patients to explain the details of the plan (Hawley et al., 2017). Therefore, they require double time-consuming to document their work at hospitals (Hawley et al., 2017). Consequently, they have a different point of view while dealing with and using the system (Vitari & Ologeanu-Taddei, 2018).

Dietitians in Australia and in the USA the EHR in terms of time reported comfortable EHR use in terms of data management and analyze. Australians had higher training and reported an effective ability to improve patients care with higher efficiency (Maunder et al., 2015). Moreover, another study found EHR provides the calculated body mass index, and the routine documented the height and weight screening and follow-up (Ayres & Hoggle, 2012). Overall, it has been found that the dietitians’ documentation in Swedish needs improvement regarding evaluation indicators, and in the process of setting goals (Lövestam et al., 2015).

2.2 Physicians and Electronic Health Record

While many healthcare providers utilize the EHR system, physicians play a significant role in the process of progressing this system. Physicians’ documentations reviewed more frequently than other healthcare professionals (Penoyer et al., 2014). Many physicians considered EHR as an end of the problem of multiple testing of a blood test, which is available in one region and can be accessed and reviewed by many hospitals and health centers without the need to repeat the test (OSULLIVAN, Billing, & Stokes, 2011). This has been supported in another study as they found 80% of physicians consider using the EHR system as systematic storage of patients’ information (Chao, Hu, Ung, & Cai, 2013). This has supported by Shachak and Reis (2009), as they found in their study the positive influence of using the EHR system in terms of exchanging and clarifying
medical information. The same study found many patients do not know exactly the name of the medications they were taking; hence, the EHR system helped physicians to identify the medication names (Shachak & Reis, 2009).

In accordance, Shield et al. (2010) explained in their study how physicians could pull patients’ information immediately. Nevertheless, AlHarthi, Youssef, Radwan, Al-Muallim, and Zainab (2014), reported in their study that 61% of physicians (out of 115 physicians) hope to abandon the use of the EHR system and go back to the use of the paper record. In another domain, Ventre et al. (2006) found out that physicians consider the use of the EHR system as a third party and facilitator between them and their patients because they behave and share the documented shared work of many healthcare professionals.

Physicians’ ability to work with efficiency and quickly has increased after the EHR system has implemented (Castillo et al., 2019). Also, the EHR system alert other healthcare professionals to drug contraindications or interactions, as well as save space in their offices (O’SULLIVAN et al., 2011). The system of computer-based alert resulted in better outcomes among hospitals (Rind et al., 1994). Physicians order mostly orders in the EHR system, and they more likely able to identify and report clinical changes in patients’ conditions (Sakata et al., 2016).

According to Cyganek et al., (2016), physicians’ notes considered complex data that are huge and fast-growing in terms of volume. While El Mahalli (2015) explained there was no use of patients’ communication tools by physicians; for instance, no emails were sent to patients from the EHR system. This may indicate some level of ineffective utilization of some services that are available in the system (El Mahalli, 2015). This was supported by Mehmood et al. (2017) who recommend in their study the need for proper training to physicians to ensure that they are capable of managing, utilizing, and operating the EHR system (Mehmood et al., 2017).

In a study conducted by Jabali (2017), the author stated that the adoption of the EHR system among young physicians was highly significant. This significance was evident, especially for those who work in large hospitals or live in the Western United States (Jabali, 2017). Also, the author stated that most people prefer to use direct communication with their physicians, mainly when things affect their health (Jabali, 2017). Therefore, email communication may be useless because patients require to see their physicians for further explanation about their health condition (Jabali, 2017). Moreover, as per a study conducted by Dowding et al. (2015), effective communication with other healthcare professionals was noted by physicians after they started using the EHR system (Dowding et al., 2015).

The system contains educational materials, which benefit resident teams, and improve group problem-solving and discussion (Mosher, Lose, Leslie, Pennathur, & Kaboli, 2015). Moreover, they explained the availability of educational materials as a measure of success (Mosher et al., 2015). In a study conducted by Vitari and Ologeanu-Taddei (2018), they found that among physicians, the percentage of missing documented data is less than 7.5%. Also, according to Kruse, Hays, Orav, Palan, and Sequist (2017), the EHR system has improved most quality of care delivered by physicians, and it led the function of the system to guide the work to a positive way.

Moreover, the inadequate use of the new information technology by physicians have been supported by Vitari and Ologeanu-Taddei (2018), who explained the unwillingness of physicians to change some of their traditional clinical practice at hospitals. Also, they explained that physicians might consider and perceive the new use of the EHR system as a lead of losing their power on their jobs by challenging them to practice new technology fields (Vitari & Ologeanu-Taddei, 2018). Furthermore, El Mahalli (2015) explained that the review of progress notes shows the lowest utilization.

2.3 Pharmacists and EHR

Generally, the EHR system supported pharmacists to maintain accurate patients’ medication lists (Andrus, 2012). Health information technology provided a chance for pharmacists to become involved indispensable members in patients’ care (Andereg & Gunpper, 2012). EHR system supported pharmacists to have better productivity measures and enhanced medication safety by reducing prescribing errors to avoid harming patients (Horning, 2011). In the beginning, pharmacists were resistant to change, but they realize there is no way to avoid using or implementing the system instead, they started to learn other ways in the system (Chalmers, Siska, Le, & Knoer, 2018).

Horning (2011) found that most pharmacists reported comfortable and confident of using the EHR system after six months of initiating implementing the system, especially pharmacists stop entering the physicians order manually from hand-writing prescriptions. From the perspective of pharmacologists, there is an improvement in the process of recording the adverse events of medications, which supported them to improve their recording habits (de Hoon, Hek, van Dijk, & Verheij, 2017). The percentage of clarification, incorrect doses from pharmacists after implementing the EHR system was lower (Singer & Fernandez, 2015).

In a study conducted by Pedersen, Schneider, and Scheckelhoff (2016), after implementing the EHR system, the percentage of reviewed ordered medications increased before patients take their medications. Thus, there was a dramatic decline in the rate of unreviewed medications order (Pedersen et al., 2016). Also, the availability to analyze data and design progress note format was higher after implementing an EHR system, quicker access to patients’ information, and improved the quality of care (Jawhari, Ludwick, Keenan, Zakus, & Hayward, 2016). And it opens the door for evaluating the performance at hospitals and accurate statistical reporting (O’SULLIVAN et al., 2011).
Moreover, pharmacists supported the use of the system as a factor of reducing medical errors, which enhance a required patients’ safety and deliver high quality of care (Shahmoradi et al., 2017). Also, Akhu-Zaheya et al. (2018), describe the use of the EHR as a better system than the paper used in term of quality, quantity, and structure. Furthermore, Hawley et al. (2017), supported the use of the system as it improves and enhances the higher level of coordination and integration among healthcare professionals. Johnson and Brownlee (2018) explained in their study that EHR allows providing comprehensive pharmacists services to their patients.

Nonetheless, Andrus (2012) found that pharmacists reported as disadvantages of the EHR system it does not discontinue the completed course medications, nor capture over-the-counter medications, which means the medication list is not updated. Thus, the medications list accuracy is not continually verified, which is directly affecting the medication reconciliation practice in hospitals. Moreover, according to Horning (2011), pharmacists supported reducing the overload medication errors, which may be caused by the EHR system by stopping allowing more than one patient’s information at a time on the computer screen by healthcare professionals.

2.5 Nurses and Electronic Health Record

Nurses are considered the most significant end users of the EHR system; therefore, understanding their influence and point of view about the system is significant (Strudwick & McGillis Hall, 2015). Many nurses perceive the use of the EHR system as a positive step in their clinical areas, which continuously improves day to day efficiency, safety, and communication as they get adapted to a comprehensive system (Dowding et al., 2015). According to Carayon (2011), overtime intensive care unit nurses accepted, and understood well the EHR system in-depth after 12 months of implementation as compared to three months.

In terms of time management, Likourezos et al. (2004) found in their study, nurses believed after they started using the EHR system, they were able to complete their work faster. Nurses find the system released them from some problems, which they were facing before implementing an EHR system, such as missing patients’ files, difficult hand-writing of some physicians, and incorrect interpretation, which may lead to give wrong medications (O’Mahony, Wright, Yogeswaran, & Goverc, 2014).

Moreover, they described the system as more time-efficient regarding the daily charting work, and for looking exactly and directly to specifically wanted information (Bardach, Real, & Bardach, 2017). Furthermore, according to Dowding et al. (2015) EHR system can link some types of data between flow sheets, which could reduce the amount of documented data by nurses as the system is capturing automatically repeated recorded data (Dowding et al., 2015). Moreover, Schenk et al. (2018) explain that some nurses significantly spent more time with patients after implementing the EHR system. On the other hand, some nurses who use the EHR system reported that they have limited time to spend with patients after they started using the system (Dowding et al., 2015).

According to Strudwick and McGillis Hall (2015), they explained in their study in some hospitals, before starting implementing the system, many nurses expected and felt EHR system would be a very complicated system, which may be overshadowed. While Akhu-Zaheya, Al-Maaitah, and Hani (2018), describe nurses’ documentation as a crucial role in most hospitals departments, which still have an inadequate level of quality and lack of nurses’ skills and knowledge to use the system in both electronic and paper-based work (Akhu-Zaheya et al., 2018).

Moreover, administrators and policymakers need to identify the importance of improving nursing documentation and bring it to the highest level and standard to deliver the best quality care (Akhu-Zaheya et al., 2018). This has been supported by Strudwick and McGillis Hall (2015), who suggested and recommend the availability of helpdesk team who are present to help nurses and allow them to contact if they have problems and face difficulties in progressing their electronic health record. Also, this may participate in increasing the level of nurses’ acceptance of the EHR system (Strudwick & McGillis Hall, 2015). Hence, Dowding et al. (2015) have highlighted the significance of providing additional training and explanation of the EHR system to nurses who struggle with the demand of the system.

Nonetheless, Kossman and Scheidenhelm (2008) proclaimed that nurses described the downtime of computers cause a delay in charting. Also, they found the downtimes of the EHR system very frustrating, especially when they need to know the medications due to be given for their patients (Kossman & Scheidenhelm, 2008). Moreover, some of the nurses found an insufficient number of functional computers, which interferes with their ability to manage their work and time-efficiently (Kossman & Scheidenhelm, 2008).

2.6 Advantages and disadvantages of using the EHR system

Generally, the EHR system is considered one of the most critical information technology achievements in the healthcare domain in terms of efficiency (Shahmoradi et al., 2017). Healthcare professionals described the EHR system used as the most common way to gain overall conditions and insights about patients (Penoyer et al., 2014). The system sends alert to healthcare professionals regarding any drug reaction (Emmendorfer, 2012).

There was a study of SWOT (Strength, weakness, opportunities, and threats) analysis effect in the process of implementing the EHR system (Shahmoradi et al., 2017). The result of this study was as follow: The strength of using this system is the
quick analysis access to information while the weakness is the lack of infrastructure and hardware. The opportunities are the availability of health statistics and shared information among healthcare sectors, which can be presented as indicators and benchmarks. And the threats are a lack of strategic planning between physicians and other healthcare professionals (Shahmoradi et al., 2017).

The advantages of using the EHR system is to manage the enormous amount of data, which continuously keeps increasing and needs to be collected and maintained in one system, which is significant in improving communication (Akhu-Zaheya et al., 2018). This has been supported by Hawley et al. (2017), who describe paper-based documentation as a bulk and inconvenient way of work at hospitals, especially if it gets lost or mixed with other documents. Moreover, many healthcare professionals reported that having one system containing all patients’ information is much better than waiting for each patient’s file, especially in the rush hours (O’SULLIVAN et al., 2011).

The analysis process of the EHR system is complex and characterized by five Vs. (Cyganek et al., 2016). The five Vs. are volume, variety, veracity, velocity, and value. The fifth V is called value because it makes sense when there is a quality benefit of data, healthcare improvement, and hospitals get higher quality as a result of analyzing their data (Cyganek et al., 2016). This is characterized as the most complex data that can be obtained by organizations (Cyganek et al., 2016).

According to Shahmoradi et al. (2017), the EHR system is considered enormous advantages and achievement in the field of information technology as a determinant of delivering high quality of work. Also, they described the use of the EHR system as a comprehensive device of patients’ condition, which includes all required clinical data that need to be accessed and communicated by healthcare professionals (Shahmoradi et al., 2017).

On the other hand, Schenk et al. (2018) describe using the EHR system as a disadvantage when they compared hospitals use and do not use the system, and they found that EHR system has no significant impact on time the length of time spent for documentation (Schenk et al., 2018). And physicians do not look to patients and look only to computer screens (Makam et al., 2014). Cole, Pflugiesen, Schwartz, and Miller (2018), stated that the use of the EHR systems supported identifying the degree of insufficient data that has been recorded by healthcare professionals. This helps them in doing analysis reports; for instance, they found many healthcare professionals document tobacco uses by yes or no without asking patients about the frequency, type, and for how long patients have been smoking. Moreover, in a study by Hawley et al. (2017), they found the inadequate level of awareness in using the EHR system lead to have many barriers. Then it leads to having inefficient use of the available service efficiently (Hawley et al., 2017). Other disadvantages of the system are the loss of eye contact, and face-to-face communication between healthcare professionals and their patients as reported more focus observed on computers screens, which needs to be modified by improving communication technique (O’SULLIVAN et al., 2011; Taylor, Leford, Palmer, & Abel, 2014). And note not all notes read by other healthcare professionals (Bardach, Real, & Bardach, 2017).

3. Methodology

3.1 Study Design

This study is descriptive, cross-sectional, and has been conducted to assess the influence of using the EHR system on healthcare professionals in Qatar. A validated and reliability of the survey were selected from the study of Al-Harbi (2011). Then the quantitative survey distributed by emails to all physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and dietitians who work in the three selected hospitals in Qatar. The sample was convenient.

3.1.1 Hypothesis

H1: There is a significant difference between the perception of employees with good training in IT and employees with inadequate or no training in IT toward the benefits of electronic health records in healthcare settings.

3.1.2 Survey Instrument

The quantitative research method by distributing a survey was used. The questioner cited from another study (Al-Harbi, 2011), and selected then distributed by emails to the four selected job titles in the three hospitals in Qatar. The selection of the survey was based on the research objectives of this study. The survey includes demographic data of participants, statements about perceptions of health information, and 25 statements in benefits, barriers, and motivation of using electronic health records. The 25 statements using a five-point Likert-scale, which are 1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither agree nor disagree, 4=Agree, and 5=Strongly agree. The questioner was validated by two faculty members from two different hospitals. Cronbach’s alpha for benefits, barriers, and motivations values were 0.955 for benefits, 0.871 for the barriers, 0.862 for the motivations, in which all the three dimensions were strictly above 0.7, which is considered acceptable. Hence, all three dimensions were consistent.

3.1.3 Participants

The population of this study is from four job titles, which are physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and dietitians. The population size in the selected three hospitals is 1289. Out of 1289, the sample size was 210 participants using convenience sampling,
which is a non-probability sampling technique. The survey was distributed during October and November 2019. The survey was a link survey sent to the selected job titles through the supervisors, coordinators, and secretaries in the three hospitals. The given optional response rate was 16.3%.

3.1.4 Analysis

After the data was collected and extracted, Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) used to do the analysis. The analysis includes the frequency table, descriptive statistics, reliability statistics, correlation, and rotated computed matrix of the participants’ data (healthcare professionals), perception of participants’ benefits, barriers, and motivation of using the EHR system. Also, one of the analyses was ANOVA one-way to test whether benefit and knowledge were with a good level of IT training or inadequate IT training.

3.1.5 Ethical Consideration

This study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of Qatar University with research ethics approval number QU-IRB 1132-E/19. And as well as a written approval from the three selected hospitals’ administrations in Qatar with the consent of participants. The hospitals’ approval was obtained from the medical directors. Participants’ names were kept anonymous.

4. Results

By using SPSS, the results of this study represented in tables and explanations the analyzed collected data by the distributed survey. The analysis includes the frequencies of the demographic data, the descriptive statistics, the reliability, the correlations, the rotated component matrix, and the ANOVA one-way test.

4.1 Frequency figures

Fig. 1 describes the analysis of the demographic data, the knowledge, and the frequency of IT use by the participants. Most participants were female, 68.6% (144), while only 31.4% (66) were male. The age classification was as follows: 10.5% (22) falls between 22-29 years, 44.3% (93) between 30-39 years, while 23.3% (49) between 40-49 years old, and the remaining 50 years and above were 21.9% (46).

In terms of educational level, most participants were holding bachelor’s degrees 58.6% (123), followed by 39% (82) for a postgraduate degree, while the remaining 2.4% (5) were high school or less. The years of work experience for the participants ranged from less than five years to more than twenty years. About 28.6% (60) were between ten to fourteen years of work experience, followed by 22.9% (48) who had twenty years and above, 22.4% (47) who had five to nine years, 18.6% (39) who had fifteen to nineteen years, and lastly 7.6% (16) of participants had less than five years of experience. Moreover, the table shows the job titles of the participants as follows 55.2% were nurses, followed by 33.8 (71) were physicians, and the remaining 11% (23) were either pharmacists or dietitians. The IT application’s knowledge level in the table was 75.2% (158) of the
participants had good training, while the remaining 24.8% (52) selected that they had poor IT training. With regards to frequency use of IT, 80% (168) of participants reported always use IT, followed by 18.6% (39) selected sometimes use IT, and lastly 1.4% (3) reported rarely used IT.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics

The following tables will be described in terms of mean and standard deviation (to measure the spread of data); hence the Table 1 explains the categories of the mean

Table 1
Scale and Criteria of Mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>The Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 – 2.33</td>
<td>Indicate low agreement with a statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33 – 3.66</td>
<td>Indicate moderate agreement with a statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.66 – 5.00</td>
<td>Indicate high agreement with a statement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table below shows the descriptive statistic of the benefits section in the survey, which includes 13 items. The mean shows that the highest mean value is the benefit for BF2 (easier to find investigation results) as the mean was 4.36. Hence, most of the participants have high agreement on that statement. There were no low agreements in all mean results of benefits statements. Out of the 13 items in the benefit, there was only one statement BF13 with a moderate agreement, which was the lowest mean 3.63. The highest mean followed by 4.23 for both BF1 and BF4. The standard deviation was very close to 1.0 for all the items, which indicate low variation, better and more stable results, except for the result of BF13 (decreases workload), which was 1.184. The lowest standard deviation was 0.907 for BF12 (improves quality of patients’ care). This has the following lowest SD .9939.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BF1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF5</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF6</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF7</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF8</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF9</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF10</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF11</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF12</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF13</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N(listwise)</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N(listwise)</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the eight statements of barriers. The highest mean was 3.76 in B3 (System being down frequently), which is considered high agreement. Most of the statement was in the moderate agreement category, and there was no low agreement. The Standard deviation (SD) of 1.001 is the lowest SD, which is the best lower result in this table. Followed by 1.027, which is the second-lowest, and it shows that it’s almost equal to 1.

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N(listwise)</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, Table 4 shows the four statements of motivation. All the mean results in the table fall in high category agreement for all the motivation statements by participants. There were no moderate nor low agreement results in the table. The SD in the table shows that all the four results were low in their value, which means they are more consensus on the participants’ agreement.

Table 5
Descriptive statistics-4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits Mean</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.0352</td>
<td>.81272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers Mean</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.5065</td>
<td>.79286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives Mean</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.9571</td>
<td>.69770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows all the means of the three dimensions of the 25 statements, which are for BF, B, and M. The highest mean agreement was for benefits mean. The standard deviation for all the three dimensions was in low values, which reflects that the agreement is consensus.

4.3 Reliability Statistics

To measure the reliability of this study, reliability measured for the three dimensions (BF, B, and M). Hence, the table below shows the measuring of the internal consistency without bias of the analyzed variables, questionnaire scale by using Cronbach’s Alpha. The results of the three variables, which are benefits (13 items), barriers (8 items), and motives (4 items), were strictly more than 0.7, which is considered acceptable. And were as follows: The BF reported 0.955 (excellent), while the B reported 0.871 (Very Good), and M was 0.862 (Very Good). Hence, all the reliability dimensions were consistent.

Table 6
Cronbach’s Alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Variables</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits (BF)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers (B)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives (M)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Correlations

To measure the linear relationship and degree to which the three determinants are related, correlation analysis used. Table 7 shows that Pearson Correlation for benefits means, barriers mean, motives were significant at the level of 0.01. At the level of 0.01, the strongest correlation was between benefits mean, and motives mean. Followed by .0422 between motives mean and barriers mean. At the level of 0.05, there was a correlation at 0.170 between benefits mean, and barriers mean.

Table 7
Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Benefits Mean</th>
<th>Barriers Mean</th>
<th>Motives Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits Mean</td>
<td>.170*</td>
<td>.461**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers Mean</td>
<td>.170*</td>
<td>.422**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives Mean</td>
<td>.461**</td>
<td>.422**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.5 Rotated Component Matrix

In the table below, the rotated component matrix contains the estimated correlation between every variable and the components. It helps to determine and identify what are the things that represented by the components. Hence, the table below three factors used to determine and construct validity. Factor one contains 13 items of benefits. Factor two contains the results of seven items, and factor 3 includes four items.
4.6 ANOVA One-way

ANOVA One-way test was performed to identify whether there are significant differences between the means of the benefits items between participants who had good training and those who had poor training based on the knowledge level of response.

The obtained result of .043 in table 10 shows that there is a statistically significant difference between the knowledge levels of good IT training and no IT training in benefit variables. Hence, we accept the hypothesis.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The result of the statistical analysis revealed that the majority (80%) of the participants always use the EHR system when the survey was distributed and that there was 18.6% sometimes use the system. This has been supported and consistent with that of Makam et al. (2014) as they reported in their study that 94% timely access to the EHR system by healthcare professionals.

Moreover, the result of the conducted study provides information about our accepted hypothesis of those healthcare professionals who had good training in IT use, which was (75.2%) were more than those who had inadequate training in IT use (24.8%). This result has been supported by Culler, Jose, Kohler, and Rask (2011), who have found the quality of IT training was adequate and excellent. Also, most of the mean results were in the category of high agreement, while the remaining were moderate agreement, and there were no low agreement statements among means. Hence, healthcare professionals perceive the use of the EHR beneficial to their work after it has been implemented. As regards the influence of attending IT training, healthcare professionals who had good training in IT reported getting more benefits in using the EHR system after the EHR system implemented in hospitals than those who had inadequate IT training. Similarly, this result is consistent with the findings of Al-Harbi (2011), who acknowledge her study of the positive impact of IT good training and adoption on healthcare professionals. To answer the research question of this study, the result of table three shows that high mean scores were for the twelve statements in the benefits (BF), except for the BF13 (Decreases workload), which had a moderate agreement. Hence, the means of the BF ranged from 3.63 to 4.36. This result revealed that healthcare professionals perceive the use of EHR as a valuable system.

5.1 Limitations and future work

There were a few limitations in this research study that limited the ability of the researchers to go further in-depth. One of the limitations was the process of distributing the survey was limited to private hospitals in Qatar, as the administrations’ approval took a shorter period than public or governmental healthcare settings. The other limitation was the need to include more healthcare professional in future studies such as laboratory staff, and administrative staff such as clerks who use the
EHR system. Another limitation was the sample size, and it was a small size due to the limited responses from some of the healthcare professionals who were busy and could not answer the online link survey.

Future studies may be conducted in governmental healthcare settings in Qatar and include more than 500 participants. Moreover, more time may need to be given in the process of distributing the online survey, such as three to four months. Also, including a qualitative study by conducting personal interviews with healthcare professionals, which can enrich more deeper insight and more in-depth content.

5.2 Implication and Recommendation

This study is vital for healthcare settings to assess the impact of using the HER system in Qatar positively. The research hypothesis (H1) has been accepted after analyzing the results of the means, and it has positively influenced the study. The study will be helpful in identifying the influence of using the EHR system in Qatar. Further studies are recommended to be conducted in governmental healthcare settings in Qatar with a larger sample.

5.3 Final Conclusion

This study utilized an online survey tool that assesses the research hypothesis and answers the research question. The purpose of this study to assess the influence of using the EHR system in Qatar and how it perceived by healthcare professionals in terms of benefits, barriers, and motivations. Also, the study contributes to analyze and identify the level of IT training effect from the perspective of end-users (healthcare professionals).
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